
GLOSSARY

This glossary contains certain technical terms used in this prospectus as they relate to our business. As
such, these terms and their meanings may not correspond to standard industry definitions or usage of
these terms.

“at home” use in household

“away-from-home” use in commercial, public and other areas outside the
household, such as in restaurants, hotels, hospitals, offices
and shopping malls

“°C” degree Celsius

“DIP” deinked pulp

“g” and “kg” grams and kilograms

“g/m2” grams per square meter

“GB 15979-2002” GB 15979-2002 Hygienic Standard for Disposable Sanitary
Products ( )

“GB 20810-2006” GB 20810-2006 Code of Specification, Standard Bathroom
Tissue (including bathroom tissue base paper)
( )

“GB 20811-2006” GB 20811-2006 Waste Paper Recycled Requirements
( )

“grammage” weight of paper expressed as g/m2

“ISO” International Organization for Standardization

“ISO 14001” ISO standards for environmental management, which are
primarily concerned with what an organization does to
minimize harmful effects on the environment caused by its
activities and which set requirements for what an
organization must do to manage processes influencing the
impact of its activities on the environment

“ISO 27001” ISO standards for information security management
system, which are primarily concerned with what an
organization does to ensure confidentiality, integrity and
availability of the security of information to it
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“ISO 9001” ISO standards for quality management, which are
primarily concerned with what an organization does to
ensure that its products conform to customer and
applicable regulatory requirements and which set
requirements for what an organization must do to manage
processes influencing product quality

“KN/m” kilonewton per meter

“m2” or “sq.m.” square meters

“m3” cubic meters

“MmHg/sec” millimeter of mercury per second

“OEM” original equipment manufacturing, under which products
are designed and manufactured in whole or in part in
accordance with the customer’s specifications and are
marketed under the customer’s brand name using the
customer’s character licensed products

“parent rolls” large parent paper rolls produced by our paper machines
without additional processing

“post-consumer recovered paper” paper recovered or recycled from discarded household,
commercial or industrial packages or products

“pre-consumer paper” paper that do not reach the intended use or user and are
discarded or recycled

“sq.ft.” square feet

“tissue paper products” for the purposes of this prospectus includes bathroom
tissue, jumbo rolls, paper towels, kitchen towels, facial/
pocket tissue and paper napkins

“tonne” a metric tonne, equivalent to 1,000 kilograms

“recycled paper” paper which has undergone our production process as
described in the section headed “Our Business —
Production Process” in this prospectus
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“recycled tissue paper products” tissue paper products made of recycled paper

“recovered paper” waste paper we collect which has undergone filtering out of
other waste materials and sorted according to quality

“virgin pulp” wood fiber, derived from trees, and sugar cane pulp that
have not previously been processed into paper
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